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About This Game

'The Works of Mercy' is a psychological thriller inspired by the classics of the genre. The game’s plot revolves around
mysterious killings commit 5d3b920ae0
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First impressions: After having played the demo for about 1 minute I replied and said "invert mouse" were missing. I got a reply
assuring me that this would be solved in the full release. Unfortunatly its still missing and makes the game near unplayable for
those used to it. The flashing colors in the hospital are really strong, like "eye burning" strong.. Trailers for the game are better
than the actual game. As most of the other reviews suggest, this game is terrible, and was hyped up to be really good, and it just
isn't. The bugs are awful, the story is a drag and barely existent, and it's just a terrible game.. Great psychological thriller! Not
short at all. 2 hours is just decent time. Wonderful experience.. This is an alpha. The game is so bad in many ways. It has
potential but killed by the devs.. I really did not enjoy this game. It is a psychological horror game about a man being forced to
make morally disgusting choices. However, there is no route that allows the player to make 'good' choices. Eventually, you are
forced into a pretty linear narrative. That said, the controls are very steady and functional, so it is playable. It's just whether you
or not you enjoy murder porn.. Game Link: Ive been waiting for this game for so long! For me this game is acutally ok i had fun
playing it i didnt really see any flaws really.i didnt get any bugs or anything like that. i think the gameplay is different i do wish
it was longer but besides that i do recommend this game. Check out my gameplay. I think by the end of the day i will have the
good ending up on my channel.. Game is boring af. The ending makes you go like "wait wtf" and just sh*t in general.. Had this
game on my radar for a while. then the DEMO came out and I was pleasantly surprised by the intrigue of THE WORKS OF
MERCY. However I had decided to skip its KickStarter campaign. Basically, you're a man that you receive "orders" to kill
people from a stranger calling you on the phone. THE WORKS OF MERCY is a very short game. Granted, I think I saw
somewhere that there are more than one ending but to replay the whole thing without any save feature is annoying. The visuals
are pretty impressive overall, minus the basement portion of the game. Story is straightforward and keeps you guessing until the
very end. The voice acting is fine for an indie project, same with the music.. I beat it under an hour.
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